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Quantum machine learning (QML) is promising for potential speedups and improvements
in conventional machine learning (ML) tasks. Existing QML models that use deep
parametric quantum circuits (PQC) suffer from a large accumulation of gate errors and
decoherence. To circumvent this issue, we propose a new QML architecture called QNet.
QNet consists of several small quantum neural networks (QNN). Each of these smaller
QNN’s can be executed on small quantum computers that dominate the NISQ-era
machines. By carefully choosing the size of these QNN’s, QNet can exploit arbitrary
size quantum computers to solve supervised ML tasks of any scale. It also enables
heterogeneous technology integration in a single QML application. Through empirical
studies, we show the trainability and generalization of QNet and the impact of various
configurable variables on its performance. We compare QNet performance against
existing models and discuss potential issues and design considerations. In our study,
we show 43% better accuracy on average over the existing models on noisy quantum
hardware emulators. More importantly, QNet provides a blueprint to build noise-resilient
QML models with a collection of small quantum neural networks with near-term noisy
quantum devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Quantum computing (QC) is one of the major transformative technologies. The community is
seeking computational advantages with quantum computers (i.e., quantum supremacy) for practical
applications. Recently, Google has claimed quantum supremacy with a 53-qubit quantum processor
to complete a computational task (of no practical relevance though) in 200 s that may take 10K years
on the state-of-the-art supercomputers [1]. This experiment has been a significant milestone for
quantum computing.

Quantum machine learning (QML) is a promising application domain to archive quantum
advantage with noisy quantum computers in the near term. Numerous QML models built upon
parametric quantum circuits (PQC) are already present in the literature [2–6]. A PQC is a quantum
circuit with parameterized gates as shown in Figure 1 (w1, w2,. . .are the tunable parameters). The
parameters can be tuned to create the desired output state. Quantum Neural Network (QNN) is one
of the most promising QMLmodels that has gained significant attention in the past few years [3–5, 7,
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8]. A conventional QNN consists of a data encoding circuit and a
PQC followed by measurement operations (Figure 1). The data
encoder encodes the classical data as a quantum state. The
quantum state is transformed by changing the parameters of
the PQC. The output state is retrieved through the measurements.
QNNmodels are claimed to be more expressive than the classical
neural networks [8–10]. In other words, QNN models have a
higher capability to approximate the desired functionality (e.g.,
classifying data samples) compared to the classical models of a
similar scale (e.g., with the same number of tunable parameters/
weights). Numerous choices exist for the encoding circuits, PQC,
and measurements to build a QNN [9, 11–13]. Recent works have
demonstrated application of QNN in image classification [14, 15],
drug discovery [16, 17], finance [18, 19], and many other
industrial problems [20].

The near-term quantum devices have a limited number of
qubits. Moreover, they suffer from various errors such as,
decoherence, gate errors, measurement errors and crosstalk.
John Preskill famously coined the term Noisy Intermediate-

Scale Quantum or NISQ computers to refer to these machines
[21]. The size of the quantum circuit (in terms of qubit count, gate
count, and depth) that can be executed reliably on a quantum
computer is limited by the hardware noise characteristics [22].
Therefore, the QNNmodels need to be small to exploit near-term
devices for QML applications. However, the size of the
conventional QNN model grows with the scale of the ML task.
For example, we may require a 4-qubit QNN model to solve a 4-
features ML task with 1 variable per qubit angle encoding
(Figure 2B). A 1000-features problem will require a 1000-
qubit circuit that may not fit in any near-term quantum
devices. Even if the larger model fits in target hardware, it
may not execute reliably due to a higher accumulation of gate
errors and decoherence. Therefore, development of QNNmodels
that use smaller quantum circuits is required.

Two variants of the conventional QNN model are widely used
to address the above scalability issue: 1) reduction of data
dimension using a classical algorithm (e.g., PCA) before
training a QML [17,23,24], and 2) repeatedly uploading the

FIGURE 1 | Conventional quantum neural network (QNN) and the proposed architecture (QNet). Each conventional QNN consists of a classical-to-quantum data
encoding circuit followed by a parametric quantum circuit and measurement operations. QNet consists of several conventional QNN’s placed in different QNN layers.
Each QNN layer is followed by classical non-linear activation and random shuffling of the output vector.

FIGURE 2 | (A)Bloch sphere representation of a qubit. At any given point, a qubit can be rotated along the X, Y, or Z axis. The states repeat in 2π intervals, (B) angle
encoding 1:1 (i.e., one continuous variable encoded in a single qubit state), (C) angle encoding 2:1 (i.e., two continuous variables encoded in a single qubit state), and (D)
parametric layer used in this work (following [7, 8, 11]).
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high-dimensional data in a small number of qubits using
sequential rotation operations [25–27]. Technically, both these
approaches can exploit arbitrarily small quantum hardware to
solve ML tasks of any scale (a single qubit can be used to build a
classification model involving 1,000 features). However, they
have significant limitations that restrict their use in practical
problems. For example, the performance of approach 1) will
largely depend on the number of principal components (PC)
taken from the PCA. A lower number of PC may not explain the
variance in the data efficiently. This can affect the overall
performance of this hybrid model. If we choose a large
number of PCs, the succeeding QNN model may not be that
small. It may not even fit in the target hardware. Uploading many
features on a small number of qubits using approach 2) will easily
cross the coherence limit of the quantum devices if the number of
features is large. Therefore, the model will essentially generate
random outputs on hardware and may not be trainable.

To address the above challenges, we propose QNet - a scalable
quantum neural network architecture for small noisy quantum
computers (Figure 1). We draw inspiration from classical
multilayer perceptron network (MLP) [28]. QNet consists of
several smaller QNN’s that are distributed in multiple QNN
Layers (similar to the hidden layers in MLP). The number of
qubits in a QNN and the circuit depth can be chosen based on the
target hardware characteristics. Each QNN takes a fraction of the
input vector as inputs and generates a transformed output. All the
QNN’s in a QNN Layer together generates a new representation
of the input vector. A QNN Layer is followed by classical non-
linear activation functions to add more non-linearity to the
system. A random shuffling layer is used to mix the outputs
from different QNN’s before feeding them as inputs to the next
layer. Note that, the random shuffling indexes are generated
during model instantiation. These indexes remain the same
throughout the training and inference steps. Every QNN can
have a very small number of qubits, gates, and circuit depth.
Therefore, they can show robustness against various types of
quantum noises. Consequently, the overall QNet network can
show greater resilience to noise compared to the conventional
models. A large number of QNN’s can be used to solve large-scale
ML problems which indicate the scalability aspect of QNet.

We make the following contributions in this paper: 1) present
a scalable quantum neural network architecture (QNet) for noisy
small quantum devices, 2) analyze the performance of QNet
against a variety of design choices through numerical
experiments, 3) compare the performance of QNet against
conventional QNN, and two existing proposals to exploit
small quantum computers for larger ML problems, and 4)
discuss potential issues and future developments of QNet. We
perform the numerical experiments using ideal simulators and
hardware emulators (ibmq_melbourne, ibmq_bogota,
ibmq_casablanca). An extensive set of classification datasets
e.g., Iris, Wine, Breast Cancer, Digits, MNIST, and Fashion-
MNIST is used to showcase the superior performance of QNet
over the existing proposals.

We cover the basics on quantum computing and quantum
neural networks in Section 2, discuss related works in Section 3,
present our QNet architecture in Section 4, describe the results in

Section 5, discuss potential issues, applications, and future
development of QNet in Section 6, and draw our conclusions
in Section 7.

2 PRELIMINARIES

Qubits, Quantum Gates, and Measurements: Qubit is
analogous to classical bits. However, unlike a classical bit, a
qubit can be in a superposition state i.e., a combination of |0〉
and |1〉 at the same time. A variety of technologies exist to realize
qubits such as, superconducting qubits, trapped-ions, neutral
atoms, silicon spin qubits, to name a few [29]. Quantum gates
(e.g., single qubit Pauli-X gate or 2-qubit CNOT gate) modulate
the state of qubits and thus perform computations. These gates
can perform a fixed computation (e.g., an X gate flips a qubit
state) or a computation based on a supplied parameter (e.g. the
RY(θ) gate rotates the qubit along the Y-axis by θ). A two-qubit
gate changes the state of one qubit (target qubit) based on the
current state of the other qubit (control qubit). For example, the
CNOT gate flips the target qubit if the control qubit is in |1〉 state.
A quantum circuit contains many gate operations.

Qubits are measured to retrieve the final state of a quantum
program. A complete state extraction requires the simultaneous
computation of the position of a qubit along the X, Y, and Z-axis
in the Bloch sphere. Unfortunately, it is impossible to
simultaneously compute these components, thus requiring
many executions of the same circuit. In addition,
measurements are generally restricted to a computational basis
(Z-basis in IBM quantum computers). Therefore, each qubit
needs to be rotated to the standard Z-basis before
measurement to access the X and Y components. Note that
the majority of the existing quantum algorithms only require
measurements in the computational Z-basis.

Expectation Value of an Operator: Expectation value is the
average of the eigenvalues, weighted by the probabilities that the
state is measured to be in the corresponding eigenstate.
Mathematically, expectation value of an operator (σ) is defined
as 〈ψ|σ|ψ〉 where |ψ〉 is the qubit state vector. For example, the
expectation value of the Pauli-Z operator (σz) is 〈ψ|σz|ψ〉. If a
qubit yields more |0〉 (|1〉) than |1〉 (|0〉), its Pauli-Z expectation
value will be positive (negative). This value will vary in the range
[−1, 1]. In practice, the expectation value can be approximated
from a finite number of repeated qubit measurements: Pauli-Z
expectation value of a qubit ≈ 2*(Number of measured 0’s/Total
number of measurements)–1.

Noise in Quantum Computation: Errors in quantum
computing can be broadly classified into three categories: 1)
Coherence errors: a qubit can retain its state for a short period
(coherence time). The computation needs to be completed well
within this limit. The coherence time restricts the depth of
quantum circuits that can be executed reliably on any target
hardware. 2) Gate errors: quantum gates are realized using
microwave/laser pulses. It is impossible to generate and apply
precise pulses in actual hardware. Hence, gate operations in
quantum computers are erroneous. An intended rotation of θ
along X-axis may end up being θ + δ or θ − δ when executed on
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the hardware. 3) Measurement errors: a |0〉 state qubit can be
measured as |1〉 (or vice versa) due to imprecise measurement
apparatus. In practice, the output state (e.g., Pauli-Z expectation
value of a qubit) of a quantum circuit is approximated from a
finite number of repeated circuit executions and measurements.
The state approximation can be erroneous due to finite sampling.
This error is often referred to as shot noise or finite sampling
error in the literature [30].

Quantum Volume (QV): QV is a metric to measure the
computational power of physical quantum computers [22]. IBM
measures QV using the following formula: log 2QV � arg maxn≤N
{min[n, d(n)]} where N is the total number of qubits in the
hardware. Here, “n” and “d(n)” are the maximum width and
depth of the circuit that can be executed reliably on the hardware,
respectively. The output distributions of a set of random circuits
are used to calculate these values [22]. In simple words, a QV of
32 signifies that we can run circuits with 5-qubits and a depth of 5
reliably on the hardware. If we go beyond this limit, the reliability
will be severely compromised. Figure 3 shows the QV metric of
the current generation of quantum systems in the IBMQ suite (7/
28/2021).

Challenges in Scaling Quantum Computing Systems: The
current generation of quantum computers operates in near-zero
temperatures to minimize thermal noise. They are stored in
dilution refrigerators while the control circuit operates at
room temperature [31]. The Quantum Control Interface (QCI)
between the qubits and the control circuitry is a major bottleneck
in scaling quantum computers [31, 32]. The cables connecting the
control chip with the qubits dissipate heat in the quantum chip
adding thermal noise in computation. Large quantum systems are
noisier due to larger QCI. Therefore, they may not provide a
higher computational power compared to a small system. For
instance, the 7-qubit ibmq_casablanca, ibmq_lagos,
ibmq_nairobi systems have a quantum volume of 32 same as
the 65-qubit ibmq_brooklyn or ibmq_manhattan systems.
Significant research is underway to move control circuitry near
the qubits using cryogenic control chips [33]. However, the most
optimistic projection places their development at least a decade
away [32]. Therefore, small quantum computers (≈10 qubits)
may dominate in the near term.

Quantum Neural Network: QNN involves parameter
optimization of a PQC to obtain a desired input-output
relationship. QNN generally consists of three segments: 1) a

classical to quantum data encoding (also referred to as
embedding in the literature) circuit, 2) a parameterized circuit,
and 3) measurement operations. A variety of encoding methods
are available in the literature [12]. For continuous variables, the
most widely used encoding scheme is angle encoding [7, 8, 12, 34]
where a continuous variable input classical feature is encoded as a
rotation of a qubit along the desired axis (X/Y/Z). For “n” classical
features, we require “n” qubits. For example, RZ(f1) on a qubit in
superposition (the Hadamard–H gate is used to put the qubit in
superposition) is used to encode a classical feature “f1” in
Figure 2B [8]. We can also encode multiple continuous
variables in a single qubit using sequential rotations. For
example, “f1” and “f2” are encoded using subsequent RZ(f1)
and RX(f2) rotations on a single qubit in Figure 2C. As the states
produced by a qubit rotation along any axis will repeat in 2π
intervals (Figure 2A), features are generally scaled within 0 to 2π
in a data pre-processing step. One can restrict the values between
−π to π to accommodate features with both negative and positive
values. Discrete/categorical variables can be encoded using
rotations in discrete steps [35].

The parametric circuit has two components: entangling
operations and parameterized single-qubit rotations. The
entanglement operations are a set of multi-qubit operations
between the qubits to generate correlated states [34]. The
following parametric single-qubit operations search through
the solution space. This combination of entangling and
rotation operations is referred to as a parametric layer in the
literature. Note that finding the optimal PQC architecture is an
unresolved research problem. Descriptors such as, expressive
power, entanglement capability, and effective dimension are
proposed to measure the potency of various PQC choices [8, 9,
11]. Recent work indicates that these descriptors may have a
significant correlation with the trainability of the quantum
circuits [36]. In practical applications, such descriptors may
be useful to choose better PQC architecture for the intended
QML application. A widely used parametric layer architecture is
shown in Figure 2D [8, 11]. Here, CNOT gates between
neighboring qubits create the entanglement, and rotations
along Y-axis using RY(θ) operations define the search space.
Normally, these layers are repeated multiple times to extend the
search space [7, 8]. We refer to this QNN model with a single
PQC as our “Baseline.”

QNN Cost Functions: Qubits in a QNN circuit are measured
in the computational basis to retrieve the output state. A cost
function is derived from the measurements to train the network
[6–8]. For example, in a binary classification problem, the authors
measured all the qubits in the QNN model in Pauli-Z basis and
associated class 0 with the probability of obtaining even parity,
and class 1 with odd parity [8]. Then, the model is trained using
binary cross-entropy loss (BCELoss).

BCELoss � − 1
N

∑
N

i�1
yi log(pi) + (1 − yi)log(1 − pi) (1)

Here, “N” is the number of samples in a batch, yi is the original
class label of the ith sample (0 or 1), pi is the predicted probability
of class 1.

FIGURE 3 | Quantum volume (QV) of quantum computing systems
available in the IBMQ suite (7/28/2021).
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In [37], the authors used the Pauli-Z expectation value of a
single qubit (−1 associated with class 1 and +1 associated with
class 0) for a binary classifier and trained it using mean-squared
error loss (MSELoss).

MSELoss � 1
N

∑
N

i�1
(yi − E(Qi))2 (2)

Here, “N” is the number of samples in a batch, yi is the original
class label of the ith sample (−1 or 1), E(Qi) is the Pauli-Z
expectation value of the qubit.

Note that multiple one-vs-all classifiers are often used for
multi-class classification problems, i.e., classification ofmore than
two classes [7]. Huang et al. [24] fed the expectation values from
the QNN to a classical neural network and trained it using binary
cross-entropy loss function for binary classifications (Projected
Quantum Kernel or PQK).

3 RELATED WORKS

Baseline QNN: The “Baseline” QNN is widely used in the
literature where a single parametric quantum circuit is used as
the QML model [7, 8, 12, 34]. Although they are quite useful to
demonstrate various properties of QNN’s with toy datasets, they
are not quite as useful for practical applications. The qubit
requirements and the circuit depth/gate-count grows with the
size (number of features) of the input dataset. The exact nature of
this growth depends on the chosen encoding method and PQC
architecture. For example, in angle encoding, qubit requirement
and gate-count grow linearly while the depth remains constant
for the encoding circuit [7, 8, 34]. In amplitude encoding, the
qubit requirement grows logarithmically while the gate count/
depth grows in O(2n) [38]. The gates in the entanglement layer in
Figure 2D grows linearly with the number of qubits. In summary,
either the qubit-count or the gate count/depth or both become
high for large datasets. Due to the limited quantum volume of the
NISQ-era quantum devices, the “Baseline” approach is infeasible
for practical applications.

PCA + Baseline: A popular quantum-classical hybrid QNN
model targetted for smaller quantum devices uses classical
algorithm (e.g., PCA) to reduce data dimension to a level that
is tractable for the “Baseline” model [15, 17, 23, 24] (Figure 4A).
We refer to this model as “PCA + Baseline.” This hybrid model

has some obvious issues. For instance, the chosen number of
principal components in PCA will explain a fraction of the
variance of the original dataset. Therefore, the hybrid model
performance will depend on the number of chosen principal
components. Increasing the number of components may improve
the overall model performance. However, the quantum circuit
may or may not fit in the small hardware if the number of
components is high. Even if the circuit fits in the target
hardware, it may not execute reliably if the gate count or
depth is large.

Data Re-Uploading Classifier: Data Re-Uploading Classifier
(DRC) is proposed by Pérez-Salinas et al. [25] for small quantum
computers. In DRC, classical data are sequentially uploaded in
qubits with rotation angles. Each set of data uploads is followed by
a PQC. This combination of data uploading and PQC is repeated
many times. Note that one can implement a classifier with a single
qubit for an arbitrary number of feature variables using DRC. For
example, 4 features of a dataset (f1, f2, f3, f4) can be uploaded in a
single qubit with alternating RZ and RY rotations
[RZ(f1)–RY(f2)–RZ(f3)–RY(f4)] (Figure 4B). Adding a
suitable PQC to this single qubit [e.g., trainable RX(θ)], and
repeating this combinationmany times, one can use a single qubit
to build a QNN classification model for the dataset with 4-
features. However, the DRC model has obvious scalability
issues. For instance, the number of gates in DRC increases
linearly with the size of the dataset. For a 1000 feature dataset,
a single data upload requires 1000 sequential single-qubit
operations. In the current generation of IBM quantum
computers, the coherence time is in the order of microseconds
while gate operation time is in the order of nanoseconds [39]. The
DRC classifier for the 1000 feature dataset can cross the
coherence limit in a single data uploading step.

4 PROPOSED QNET ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the architectural details of QNet which
consists of several QNN Layers (Figure 1). Each QNN Layers
contains multiple conventional QNN’s. A QNN processes/
transforms a fraction of the input vector. A QNN Layer is
followed by classical non-linear activation functions and
random shuffling of the output vector. The final QNN Layer
output is fed to a fully connected classical dense layer. The details
of the architecture are discussed below.

FIGURE 4 | Existing QNN models for small quantum computers. In (A), the high dimensional data is transformed to a lower dimension using a classical algorithm
(e.g., PCA, LDA, etc.). The lower-dimensional data is used as inputs to the Baseline QNN model [17, 23, 24]. In (B), classical features are loaded repeatedly in a single-
qubit using a series of rotation operations [25–27].
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Conventional QNN: The conventional QNNmodel lies at the
heart of QNet. It consists of several conventional QNN models
distributed in multiple QNN Layers. Unlike “Baseline” which
encodes the whole input vector as a quantum state, each QNN in
QNet encodes a fraction of the input vector in a quantum state
and performs data transformation in the Hilbert space with a
PQC. The width of the QNN (number of qubits) can be chosen
based on the size of the target hardware. Each QNN in QNet can
use any conventional data encoding technique, PQC architecture,
and measurement operations. However, in this work, we use
angle encoding (1 continuous variable per qubit as in Figure 2B)
as our preferred encoding method and the entanglement layer
shown in Figure 2D as our preferred PQC architecture following
the recent trends in QML research [8, 11, 24]. We use Pauli-Z
expectation values of the qubits as the output features from the
QNN [6, 7]. In this chosen configuration, each QNN takes “k”
continuous variables as inputs and generates “k” output features
as qubit expectation values in the range of [−1, 1]. A toy example
is shown in Figure 1. The toy dataset has 4 features. The
“Baseline” processes all 4 features using a single quantum
circuit. On the other hand, each QNN in QNet processes a
fraction of the features (2).

QNN Layers: QNN’s are distributed in multiple QNN Layers
(Figure 1). The number of parallel QNNs in a Layer is chosen
based on the size of the input vector, and the width of individual
QNN’s. For example, in a 30-feature tabular dataset, each QNN
Layer can have five 6-qubit QNN’s or ten 3-qubit QNN’s.
Increasing the number of QNN Layers raises the total number
of QNN in the network. If each QNN has a similar number of
trainable parameters, the total number of trainable parameters in
the network grows linearly with increasing QNN Layers. It is
quite similar to increasing hidden layers in a multi-layer
perceptron network [28]. Note that the width of individual
QNN’s in a QNN Layer can differ. Moreover, the number of
QNN’s in different QNN Layers can be varied as well. For
simplicity, we have kept these values constant across the layers
in this work. In the remaining paper, we refer to the number of
Qubits/QNN as QQ, the number of Parametric Layers/PQC as PL,
and the number of QNN Layers in QNet as QL.

Non-linearity: Classical deep neural networks consists of
many neurons that perform linear transformations on the
input data. However, linear transformation alone is not
sufficient to generate complex non-linear decision boundaries
encountered in practical ML classification/regression problems.
Therefore, non-linear activation functions (e.g., sigmoid, relu,
tanh, etc.) are used to provide non-linearity in classical neural
networks [28]. In the quantum domain, every gate operation is a
linear transformation of the quantum state [29]. During
measurements of the qubits in the computational Z-basis, we
lose the phase information associated with the quantum state (X
and Y components). It provides the required non-linearity in
QNN models [40]. In our QNet architecture, we have added an
optional classical non-linear activation layer at the end of every
QNN Layer to increase non-linearity (Figure 1).

Random Shuffling: In classical neural networks, each fully
connected neuron processes the entire input vector generated by
the previous layer. However, in QNet, each QNN processes a

fraction of the input vector. Therefore, the correlation between
features at different fractions is not utilized. To circumvent this
issue, we have added a shuffling layer at the end of every QNN
Layer that randomly shuffles the input vector generated by the
previous layer. Consequently, the QNN’s in subsequent QNN
Layers processes a different fraction of the input (/transformed)
vector. Note that the random shuffling order is generated when
the QNet is instantiated. In the later training and inference steps,
the order remains constant.

Output Layer and Cost Function: To date, the best QNN
performance (accuracy/loss) has been reported by Huang et al.
[24] using a hybrid quantum-classical architecture called
Projected Quantum Kernel or PKQ. In PKQ, a “Baseline”
QNN transforms the input data to a new feature space using a
PQC. These new features are extracted through measurements of
the quantum state in all three bases (X, Y, and Z). Next, these
features are fed to an MLP. The classical network can be trained
using any conventional loss function (e.g., cross-entropy loss).

Drawing inspiration from this work, we use a classical dense
layer at the end of QNet. The final QNN Layer output is taken as
the input to this classical layer. For classification problems, the
number of neurons in this dense layer is equal to the number of
classes in the input dataset. Unlike PKQ, which performs the
quantum kernel transformation and training of the classical
network separately, we train the whole network
simultaneously. Moreover, PKQ uses a single large quantum
circuit while QNet uses a collection of several small quantum
circuits. We apply LogSoftmax activation at the output of the
dense layer and use negative log-likelihood loss (NLLLoss) as our
preferred loss function [41]. The LogSoftmax activation function
transforms the output of the dense layer to class probabilities.
This combination of LogSoftmax activation and NLLLoss is also
known as Cross-Entropy Loss (CELoss) in the literature.

CELoss � − 1
N

∑
N

i�1
∑
k

j�1
yij log(pij) (3)

Here, “N” is the number of samples in a batch, “k” is the
number of classes in the problem, yij is the truth label of the ith
sample and jth class, and pij is the corresponding predicted
probability. Note that one can choose any suitable loss
function to train QNet (e.g., MSELoss).

Trainable Parameters: The number of trainable circuit
parameters in QNet depends on chosen PL and QL. Since we
have used identical QNN across the layers with single feature/
qubit angle encoding, the total number of trainable circuit
parameters is “f*PL*QL” where “f” is the number of features
in the input dataset. Additionally, the network has “f*C” classical
weights between the final QNN Layer and the output Dense layer
where “C” is the number of classes in the dataset. Note that one
can also add bias parameters/weights to the outputs of the QNN
Layers and the classical dense layer.

Training and Inference: The QNet network can be trained
using any gradient-based optimization algorithm such as, Adam
or Adagrad [42, 43]. To apply backpropagation on QNet, QNN
outputs have to be differentiable with respect to the inputs and the
circuit parameters. Multiple methods exist to compute gradients
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in QNN [44–46]. However, not all of them are suitable for
hardware. For instance, the adjoint method proposed by Luo
et al. [44] requires the circuit intermediate state information to
compute gradients which is not accessible when we execute the
circuit on hardware. The parameter-shift rule is widely used to
compute quantum gradients [45, 46]. It is quite similar to the age-
old finite difference method which uses two evaluations of the
target function at proximity to compute the gradients. However,
in the parameter-shift rule, the two data points can be far from
each other. It shows greater resilience to shot noise and
measurement errors compared to finite difference [46]. It is
also suitable for hardware. The PennyLane framework
supports all these quantum gradient computation methods
[47]. In this work, we use the Pytorch and the PennyLane
frameworks to build and train QNet [41, 47].

Note that all the QNN’s in a QNN layer can go through the
forward pass during training/inference at the same time as they
do not have any dependency. Therefore, multiple hardware/
simulators can be used to execute/simulate these QNN’s for
faster computation both during training and inference. We
can also use gradient-free optimizers such as, Nelder-Mead to
train QNet [48]. However, they may perform poorly when the
network has lots of parameters.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we present a numerical analysis of QNet
performance with varying QQ, QL, and PL. We compare
QNet with “Baseline” both in noiseless simulations and
hardware emulations. We also compare QNet with PCA +
Baseline and DRC. Note that this is not an exhaustive study.
For instance, encoding methods, parametric layer architecture,
measurements in the QNN’s are also major design choices. The
field is continuously evolving, and there is a wide variety of
choices for each of them. We stick to the same design choices
throughout the study to prevent deviating from our key goals.
Future research can focus on a comprehensive analysis that takes
into account all of the variables.

5.1 Setup for Numerical Studies
Datasets: We use 6 classification datasets that are often used to
evaluate the performance of QMLmodels in contemporary works [3,
8, 23, 24]–Iris (150 samples, 4 features, 3 classes),Wine (178 samples,
13 features, 3 classes), Breast Cancer (569 samples, 30 features, 2
classes), Digits (1797 samples, 64 features, 10 classes), MNIST (70000
samples, 784 features, 10 classes) and Fashion-MNIST (70000
samples, 784 features, 10 classes). To limit simulation time, we
pick 1200 samples from the MNIST and the Fashion-MNIST
datasets. For MNIST, we pick 400 samples/digits of digits 3, 5,
and 8 [49]. For Fashion-MNIST, we use samples of T-shirt/top,
Trouser, and Pullover [50] classes. We also downsampled both
MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets from 28 × 28 to 14 × 14
using 2d max-pooling [41]. The Iris, Wine, Breast Cancer, and Digits
datasets are downloaded through the scikit-learn Python package
[51]. We divide each dataset into two equal sets and use them for
training and validation, respectively.

Metrics:We use the average loss and accuracy as our preferred
metrics to measure the performance of the QML models [28].
Note that the average loss value is calculated by performing a
forward pass through the networks with each of the data samples,
measuring the corresponding loss value, and then averaging all
the losses. Accuracy is the fraction of the samples that are
classified correctly. The training loss and accuracy indicate the
trainability of the models. The validation loss and accuracy
indicate the generalization capability of the models on
unseen data.

Simulation Framework: We have developed a Python
framework using Pytorch, PennyLane, and Qiskit packages to
build and train all the QMLmodels used in this work [39, 41, 47].
We use the Adagrad optimizer with a learning rate of 0.5 [41, 43].
We use the default state vector simulator available in the
PennyLane framework to simulate the quantum circuits in
noiseless training [47]. Currently, we have limited access to
actual quantum computers through cloud-based quantum
computing services. It is not possible to present a statistically
significant amount of data from the hardware since training and
inference of QML models need frequent calls to quantum
computers. Therefore, we resort to hardware emulators
(simulated hardware with noise). IBM calibrates the hardware
available in their cloud service twice a day. After each calibration,
they provide the hardware characterization data through IBM
Quantum [52]. Qiskit provides hardware emulation models (e.g.,
FakeMelbourne, FakeBogota, FakeCasablanca, etc.) that can
replicate the output from the target hardware available in IBM
Quantum [39]. These emulators use the noise models derived
from the calibration data. We use these hardware emulators to
compare the performance of various QML models under noise.
The adjoint method is used for gradient computation in noiseless
simulations because it is faster than parameter-shift. We use the
parameter-shift rule in training QNet with hardware emulators as
it is robust against shot noise and measurement errors. The QNN
outputs are calculated (Pauli-Z expectation values of the qubits)
from a finite number of samples of the circuit output. The
number of samples is kept to 128 throughout our experiments.
In the noiseless simulation, we calculate QNN outputs
analytically. The simulations are done in a Windows machine
with an Intel Core i7-10750H processor and 16 GB RAM. The
datasets and Python framework are available through the
following GitHub repository.1

Noise Simulation: We measure the impact of gate errors,
decoherence, and measurement errors on QML models using
Qiskit hardware emulators–FakeBogota, FakeMelbourne, and
FakeCasablanca [39, 53, 54]. Several contemporary research
works have also used these emulators [55–58]. Errors in
single-qubit gate execution are simulated by applying a single
qubit depolarizing error (gate error) followed by a single qubit
thermal relaxation error (decoherence). Similarly, errors in two-
qubit gate execution are simulated by applying a two-qubit
depolarizing error (gate error) followed by single-qubit
thermal relaxation errors on both qubits in the gate

1https://github.com/mahabubul-alam/QNet
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(decoherence). Each measured bit is flipped with a bit-flip
probability to simulate the impact of measurement errors. The
error parameter of the thermal relaxation errors is derived from
T1 (longitudinal coherence time) and T2 (phase coherence time)
parameters, and the gate execution time parameters [59]. Several
characterization techniques are used in the IBM quantum
systems to measure coherence time parameters (T1 and T2)
such as Inversion Recovery, Ramsey Experiments, and Hahn
Echoes. Gate errors are characterized using the Randomized
Benchmarking protocol. Qubits are repeatedly prepared and
measured in |0〉 and |1〉 states to calculate the corresponding
bit-flip probabilities during measurements. IBM provides access
to the hardware calibration data through its Qiskit framework
[53]. During simulation, the hardware emulators load these noise
models, decompose/compile the circuit with the basis/native
gates of the hardware, and generate outputs under the
aforementioned noises. Note that noise modeling is not the
contribution of our work. One can use a different/more
accurate noise model for comparative analysis of the QML
models [60, 61, 62]. However, we believe that the conclusion
will remain similar. The Supplementary Materials provide a
more detailed overview of the noise models and attributes.

Note that these hardware emulators do not support simulation
of crosstalk noise that stems from parallel/concurrent execution
of gate operations on the same hardware. The smaller QNN’s in
QNet run on different hardware or on the same hardware at
different points in time. Therefore, there are fewer concurrent
gate operations in one particular hardware compared to the
Baseline. As a result, QNet may accumulate less crosstalk
noise compared to the Baseline. On top of that, we use noise
simulations for comparative studies between the models/
architectures. Therefore, we believe that the exclusion of
crosstalk noise simulation does not affect our conclusions.

Recent studies show a high degree of similarity between the
distributions generated by hardware simulators and the original
hardware [55–58]. The difference can be as little as ≈ 7% in terms
of total variation distance [37]. The minor difference can be
attributed to noises that are not simulated (e.g., crosstalk).
Therefore, we believe the comparative analysis will yield
similar conclusions if the experiments are done on actual
hardware.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 QNet Design-Space Exploration
We sweep three major configurable attributes of QNet (PL, QL,
and QQ) and train the networks for various classification tasks to
gauge the impact of these attributes on training and validation.
The training curves (over 100 epochs, averaged over 10 separate
training runs) of Iris and Wine classifiers are shown in Figures
5A,D, respectively (QQ � 2, PL � 2, QL � 2). The training loss
consistently goes down over training epochs, and the training
accuracy improves for both these datasets. However, the
validation loss decreases initially, and after a few epochs of
training, it either goes up (Figure 5A) or remains at similar
level (Figure 5D). This behavior resembles the classic overfitting
issue of neural networks [28]. When a network is trained over a
large number of epochs, the model tends to overfit. Consequently,

it exhibits poor performance on unseen data. To avoid overfitting
QNet, we can use the existing techniques such as early
stopping [63].

We vary PL from 1 to 4 (for QQ � 2, QL � 2) and train the
corresponding QNet networks for Iris and Wine classification. The
corresponding results are shown in Figures 5B,E, respectively. Note
that increasing PL from 1 to 2 doubles the number of trainable
circuit parameters in the network. In both cases, the training loss
goes down and the training accuracy improves with increasing PL.
However, the validation loss or accuracy improve initially, then they
start to saturate (Figure 5B) or degrade (Figure 5E). We observe
similar behavior when we vary QL from 1 to 4 (Figures 5C,F).
Increasing QL from 1 to 2 doubles the number of trainable circuit
parameters in the QNet network used in this work. This behavior
also resembles the classic overfitting issue in neural networks due to
over-parameterization [28]. In practical applications, the size of the
network should be chosen judiciously to avoid this issue. It may be
worthwhile to explore techniques that exist in the classical domain to
avoid overfitting in over-parameterized neural networks and apply
them to QNet [64].

QNet performance metrics for the Wine, Breast Cancer and
the Digits datasets with varying QQ’s and network sizes (PL � 2,
QL � 2 Vs PL � 3, QL � 3) are shown in Table 1. Surprisingly, at
lower QQ values, QNet performs better across all these datasets.
The performance on the training set improves with increased
network size. However, the validation performance deteriorates
as expected due to overfitting. The performance on the truncated
MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets are shown in Table 2. The
performance metrics on both these datasets indicate the
trainability and generalization capability of QNet on real-
world datasets. Note that prior works on applying QML
models on datasets such as MNIST or Fashion-MNIST
reduced the input dimensions to an extremely low level (e.g.,
30 in [24]). However, such reduction is not necessary for QNet.
Nevertheless, we downsample the data from 28 × 28 (784) to 14 ×
14 (196) to avoid large simulation time.

5.2.2 QNet Vs. Baseline
We train the Iris andWine classifiers using QNet and Baseline with a
varying number of trainable circuit parameters (noiseless simulation).
The results are shown in Figures 6A,B. Note that both these
approaches provide similar performance in noiseless simulations.
Baseline performs slightly better thanQNet for the smaller Iris dataset
(Figure 6A). QNet performs slightly better than Baseline for the
bigger Wine dataset. Note that the Baseline models for Iris andWine
datasets require 4 and 13 qubits, respectively. We used QQ � 2, PL �
2, and QL � 2 in the QNet models. We can not train the Baseline
models for other datasets (e.g., Breast Cancer, Digits, MNIST,
Fashion-MNIST) in our computing environment due to the
memory bottleneck of quantum simulation [29].

The superior performance of QNet becomes evident when we
train these models under noise with a hardware emulator
(ibmq_16_melbourne) as shown in Figure 7. On the smaller
Iris dataset (Figure 7A), the performances are similar. However,
on the bigger Wine dataset, there is a significant gap (Figure 7B).
The QNet network training loss and validation loss consistently
goes down over training epochs. However, the Baseline models
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remain more or less constant. The Baseline model uses a 13-qubit
circuit for the Wine dataset. The target device’s quantum volume
(ibmq_16_melbourne) is 8, implying that 3-qubit (or similarly
sized) circuits can be reliably executed on the hardware.
Consequently, the Iris Baseline model performs well with this
hardware emulator that uses a 4-qubit circuit. However, the 13-
qubit Baseline QNN for the Wine dataset essentially generates
random outputs, and therefore, this model does not train well as
evident from Figure 7B. In both cases, QNet employs a sequence
of 2-qubit circuits and is hardly affected by hardware noise.

5.2.3 QNet Vs. PCA + Baseline
As mentioned earlier, the performance of PCA + Baseline will
largely depend on the level of compression using PCA. To further

FIGURE 5 | Performance (training loss, training accuracy, validation loss, and validation accuracy) of QNet on Iris and Wine datasets with a varying number of
Parametric Layers/PQC (PL) and QNN Layers (QL). Qubits/QNN (QQ) is fixed at 2. (A,D) shows the performance over 100 epochs of training. (B,E) shows performance
against varying PL after 20 training epochs. (C,F) shows performance against varying QL after 20 training epochs. All data points are an average of 10 different training
runs that start with different seeds. The models tend to overfit (performance improves monotonically for the training set and worsens for the validation set) with an
increasing number of epochs, PL and QL.

TABLE 1 |QNet performance after 20 epochs of training on Wine, Breast Cancer, and Digits classification datasets with varying QQ, QL, and PL. QNet performs better with
lower QQ. Larger networks tend to overfit, e.g., training performance improves from QL � 2, PL � 2 to QL � 3, PL � 3 while validation performance falls down.

QNN Layers = 2 Parametric Layers/PQC = 2 QNN Layers = 3 Parametric Layers/PQC = 3

Dataset Qubits/
QNN

Training
Loss

Validation
set Loss

Training
set

accuracy

Validation
set

accuracy

Training
set Loss

Validation
set Loss

Training
set

accuracy

Validation
set

accuracy

Wine (features: 13, classes: 3) 2 0.0748 0.2103 0.9955 0.9213 0.05034 0.3056 0.9831 0.8876
4 0.1174 0.1705 0.9644 0.9505 0.0702 0.2528 0.9887 0.8932
6 0.3588 0.3826 0.8561 0.8865 0.0886 0.4044 0.9775 0.8651

Breast Cancer (features: 30,
classes: 2)

3 0.0365 0.1265 0.9850 0.9701 0.0716 0.1553 0.9841 0.9508
5 0.0482 0.1214 0.9832 0.9631 0.0516 0.0933 0.9841 0.9701
10 0.1142 0.2061 0.9586 0.9192 0.0948 0.1323 0.9753 0.9508

Digits (features: 64, classes: 10) 2 0.0288 0.2805 1.0000 0.9154 0.0164 0.3987 1.0000 0.8915
4 0.0293 0.3381 1.0000 0.9032 0.0229 0.4267 1.0000 0.8793
8 0.1794 0.5279 0.9610 0.8387 0.0837 0.6001 0.9866 0.8264

TABLE 2 | QNet performance on truncated MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets
after 10 training epochs.

Dataset MNIST Fashion-MNIST

Original Features 28 × 28 28 × 28
Used Features (MaxPooled) 14 × 14 14 × 14
Classes (Original/Used) 10/3 10/3
Samples (Original/Used) 70000/1,200 70000/1,200
Training/Validation Split 600/600 600/600
QQ 7 7
QL 2 2
PL 2 2
Training Loss 0.1679 0.0803
Validation Loss 0.3373 0.2292
Training Accuracy 0.9360 0.9766
Validation Accuracy 0.875 0.9316
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illustrate this issue, we show the fraction of explained variance
against the chosen number of principal components (PC) on the
Digits dataset in Figure 8A [65]. The fraction improves with an
increasing number of PC. For instance, 4 PC explains roughly
40% variance in the digits dataset compared to ≈ 70% in 8 PC.
Therefore, the subsequent Baseline model in PCA + Baseline will
work on a poor representation of the original dataset.
Consequently, this PCA + Baseline model will perform poorly.
The accuracy of the trained PCA + Baseline models and QNet
models on the Digits dataset with varying PCs is shown in
Figure 8B (noiseless simulation). Note that, when we choose
n-PC’s, the subsequent Baseline QNN in the PCA + Baseline
model uses n-qubit circuits. For QNet, we use QQ � 2 (2-qubit

circuits), PL � 2, and QL � 2. The QNet models outperform the
corresponding PCA + Baseline models in terms of accuracy. For
instance, QNet accuracy is 68% greater than PCA + Baseline with
2 PC. The difference is 30% for PCA + Baseline with 16 PC. If we
use a larger PC (e.g., 32), the PCA + Baseline model may perform
at a similar level to QNet in the noiseless simulation. However,
the quantum circuit will be much larger (32-qubit), and it may
perform very poorly on the near-term hardware.

To compare the performance between QNet and PCA + Baseline
on hardware, we use the 5-qubit ibmq_bogota and 7-qubit
ibmq_casablanca hardware emulators and measure the trained
QNet and PCA + Baseline models performance for Wine, Breast
Cancer, Digits, MNIST, and Fashion-MNIST datasets. The results are

FIGURE 6 | QNet and Baseline model performances in 10 training epochs on a simulator (noiseless) with similar network sizes (same number of trainable circuit
parameters). (A,B) shows the performances on Iris and Wine datasets, respectively. These models exhibit similar performances in noiseless simulations.

FIGURE 7 |QNet and Baseline model performances in 10 training epochs on a quantum hardware emulator (simulated ibmq_16_melbourne) with similar network
sizes (same number of trainable circuit parameters). (A,B) shows the performances on Iris and Wine datasets, respectively. On the smaller Iris dataset (4-features), the
performance is comparable. However, on the larger Wine dataset (13-features), QNet shows significantly better performance under noise.

FIGURE 8 | The PCA + Baseline model performance largely depends on the chosen number of principal components (PC). A higher number of PC captures more
variance of the input data. (A) shows the fraction of explained variance with an increasing number of PC. (B) shows the performance of PCA + Baseline against QNet with
varying numbers of PC (after 20 epochs of training in a noiseless simulator). n-qubit corresponds to n chosen PC for the PCA + Baseline models and QQ � n for the
corresponding QNet models (both can be executed on n-qubit hardware). In QNet, we use PL � 2, QL � 2. For a fair comparison, we vary the number of trainable
parameters in PCA + Baseline models and report the best-measured performance against QNet.
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shown in Figures 9A,B. We use 5 and 7 PC in the PCA + Baseline
models for ibmq_bogota and ibmq_casablanca, respectively. In all
these cases, QNet uses QQ � 2, PL � 2, QL � 2. QNet accuracy is
36–76% higher on ibmq_bogota and 32–62% higher on
ibmq_casablanca across all these datasets. Note that both of these
pieces of hardware have a QV of 32, indicating that they can run 5-
qubit (or equivalent) circuits reliably. The PCA+Baselinemodels use
5/7 qubit circuits. We anticipate that noise will have less of an impact
on these circuits. However, the PCA compression loses too much
information and thus, damages the overall performance.

5.2.4 QNet Vs DRC
As mentioned earlier, the DRC model exceeds the coherence time of
the device when the number of features is large. It may be pointless to
compare DRC with QNet for larger datasets on hardware emulators.

Therefore, we choose the smallest Iris dataset for comparison. The
measured performance of the trainedQNet (QQ � 2, PL � 2, QL � 2)
and two-qubit DRC models (on simulator and ibmq_bogota
emulator) are shown in Figure 10. Note that the performances
are similar in noiseless simulations (Figure 10A). However, the
measured accuracy of QNet on noisy ibmq_bogota emulator is
significantly higher on both the training (29%) and the validation
(21%) sets (Figure 10B). Similarly, the loss is significantly lower
in QNet.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

Why is QNet Noise-Resilient and Scalable?: Unlike Baseline,
PCA + Baseline, and DRC models, the circuit sizes can be

FIGURE 9 | Measured performance of trained QNet and PCA + Baseline models on hardware emulators. (A) shows performance comparison on 5-qubit
ibmq_bogota where the QNet models use QQ � 5 and the PCA + Baseline models use 5 principal components. (B) shows the performance comparison on 7-qubit
ibmq_casablanca where the QNet models use QQ � 7 and the PCA + Baseline models use 7 principal components. For QNet, we use PL � 2, QL � 2. For a fair
comparison, we vary the number of trainable parameters in PCA + Baseline models and report the best-measured performance against QNet.

FIGURE 10 | Performance comparison between QNet and DRC on Iris classification dataset. We report (A) loss and (B) accuracy of the trained QNet and DRC
models in noiseless simulation and emulated hardware (ibmq_bogota). In the noiseless simulation, their performances are comparable. However, under noise, QNet
significantly outperforms DRC. For QNet, we used QQ � 2, PL � 2, QL � 2. For a fair comparison, we vary the number of trainable parameters in a single-qubit DRCmodel
and report the best-measured performance against QNet.
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modulated arbitrarily in QNet. This flexibility provides noise
resilience and scalability to QNet. Each QNN can have a small
number of qubits (e.g., QQ � 2) and a small depth (e.g., PL � 2).
One can execute these small circuits reliably in existing NISQ-
machines. Due to the high accumulation of gate noise and
decoherence in the Baseline and PCA + Baseline models, their
corresponding QNN circuit outputs can be highly erroneous.
Therefore these models may perform poorly on hardware. The
circuits in DRC have a lower number of qubits. They are,
however, too deep for larger datasets, so decoherence and gate
errors can have a bigger impact on their outputs. To solve larger
problems in the Baseline or PCA + Baseline models, we need to
add more qubits to the QNN circuit, whereas in QNet, we only
need to add more small noise-resilient QNN circuits. As a result,
QNet models can be scaled to fit any size dataset. PCA + QNet
could be another promising solution for reducing the use of
quantum resources. The PCA + QNet variation, unlike PCA +
Baseline, does not require significant data compression to fit the
quantum circuit on the target hardware. As a result, its
performance will be less affected than that of the PCA
+ Baseline model due to information loss during data
compression.

Constructing QNN’s in QNet: Throughout this study, we use
the same encoding method (Figure 2B), parametric layer
architecture (Figure 2D), and measurement operations (Pauli-
Z expectation values of qubits) in all the models. We also use the
same number of QNN in different QNN Layers. All these choices
can have a significant impact on the network size and
performance. For example, if we choose a 2-variables/qubit
angle encoding method instead of the 1-variable/qubit angle
encoding method, the number of QNN’s in the network can
reduce greatly. For example, the QNN circuits in a QNet network
for an 8-feature dataset (QQ � 2, QL � 2) will reduce from 8 to 3
as shown in Figure 11. The Baseline and PCA + Baseline models
will also have similar benefits. However, a detailed study on this
front is beyond the scope of this paper.

QNet on Small Quantum Systems: QNet enables the
integration of multiple small and heterogeneous quantum
computing systems in a single machine learning application.

The QNNs in a QNN Layer can be executed sequentially on a
small quantum computer (at the expense of increased run-time)
or concurrently in different hardware during the training/
inference step’s forward pass. Seven 5-qubit systems, four 7-
qubit systems, and one single-qubit system are available in the
current IBMQ suite. One can use the 64 qubits available in these
chips to create QNet models to handle 64-feature ML problems
(e.g., digits classification discussed in the previous section). To
create QNet with this set of hardware, we can utilize seven 5-qubit
QNNs, four 7-qubit QNNs, and one single-qubit QNN in each
QNN Layer. Each QNN model (parametric layer, encoding, and
so on) should be tailored to the hardware used in the backend. For
example, if we want all the QNNs in a QNN Layer to have a
comparable forward pass execution time, the QNNs with a larger
number of qubits should have fewer Parametric Layers than the
QNNs with lower qubit counts.

QNet on Heterogeneous Systems: It’s worth noting that
hardware based on a different quantum computing technology
(for example, IonQ’s 11-qubit trapped-ion system) can be added
to the mix without sacrificing generality. Individual QNNmodels
can be modified for unique hardware in these circumstances.
QNN’s for trapped-ion computers can be built using the
technology’s native gates (e.g., GPI, GPI2, GZ, and MS) [66].
For example, instead of the CNOT gate, which is the native 2-
qubit gate in IBM’s superconducting quantum computers, we can
entangle the qubits using the two-qubit MS gate in trapped-ion
systems [22]. Again, if we want all the QNNs in a single QNN
Layer in QNet to have a comparable forward pass time, the PQCs
of individual QNNs will need to be customized accordingly.

QNet on Larger Quantum Systems: Furthermore, we can
implement QNet with small QNN’s on large hardware (e.g., the
65-qubit ibmq_brookyn). Even if a Baseline fits in this large
hardware, QNet might be preferred. The QV measure explains
this. The ibmq_brookyn hardware has QV of 32. Even though it
has 65 qubits, we can reliably execute circuits that have ≈ 5-qubits
and a depth of ≈ 5. As a result, for an ML job including a 64-
feature dataset, a QNet model with sixteen 4-qubit QNNs per
QNN Layer will have a better chance of success than a Baseline
QNN created with a 64-qubit circuit.

FIGURE 11 | Throughout this work, we have used 1-variable/qubit angle encoding for all the QNNmodels. All these networks (QNet, Baseline, PCA + Baseline) can
benefit from improved classical-to-quantum data encoding methods. Here, we show the impact of using the 2-variables/qubit angle encoding method on the QNet
network for an 8-feature ML problem. We use QQ � 2, PL � 2, QL � 2. While the first network uses a total of 8 2-qubit circuits, the second one uses only 3. However, we
may potentially lose information while loading too many variables in a single qubit, and that may affect the performance/trainability of these models [8]. We keep
exploration on this front for future studies.
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QNet in Simulation: Quantum simulation is limited by the
memory bottleneck [29]. One can represent an n-qubit system
state with a state vector that has 2n complex values. The memory
requirement can easily go beyond the limit of classical simulation
if we increase the number of qubits. Currently, the most powerful
simulator available in the IBMQ suite can handle 32-qubits. Even
QML applications based on classical simulators can benefit from
QNet. Let’s say we’re solving a 64-feature dataset with QNet, and
we’re employing 8-qubit QNNs. There will be eight such QNN’s
in each QNN Layer. A quantum simulator will need to store 28 or
256 complex values to process these QNN’s sequentially. Eight
instances of the simulator (e.g., employing multi-processing) can
be used for concurrent simulation, requiring storage of 8*28 or
2048 complex values. In comparison, a 64-qubit Baseline QNN
circuit will require storage of 264 complex values. It is far beyond
the capabilities of existing supercomputers.

In this work, we have demonstrated QNet models on 196-
feature datasets using quantum simulators available in the
Pennylane [47] framework that runs on a single CPU-core of
a standard computer (Intel Core i7-10750H, 16 GB RAM)
reasonably fast. The simulation time can be improved by
allocating QNN’s in a QNN Layer to different instances of the
simulator using advanced computing techniques (e.g., multi-
processing/multi-threading or distributed computing). QNet is
not affected by the memory bottleneck as much as the Baseline
when QQ is small. Figure 12 shows the single-epoch training
time of QNet (Breast Cancer dataset) with varying QQ on our
computing environment. At lower QQ, the simulation takes
minutes. Therefore, QNet can be an exciting choice for
simulation-based practical QML applications.

Other Applications of QNet: In this study, we exclusively
employ classification datasets. By adjusting the cost functions,
one can use QNet for different QML tasks (such as regression,
auto-encoder, and so on). These can be worthwhile research
topics for the future.

Quantum Supremacy: Quantum computing and quantum
machine learning are still in their infancy. Existing classical ML
algorithms have matured over a few decades of research.

Therefore, we feel that seeking superior performance with QNet
compared to the classical algorithms can be unfair. Nonetheless, the
performance of QNet in this study is comparable to that of traditional
neural networks. It may improve further with proper choice of
encoding methods, parametric layer architecture, and
measurements. QNet is a generic framework for creating quantum
machine learning models that are noise-resistant. We believe it will
have a profound impact on quantum machine learning research in
the near term.

QNet Limiting Factors: QNet employs a large number of
small QNNs, which can be advantageous if a user has access to a
large number of small quantum computers for parallel
processing. However, having only one piece of quantum
hardware can be a bottleneck. In such circumstances, one
needs to execute the QNNs in order. Furthermore, we will
need to reset the qubits between each call to the quantum
computers, which may raise the overall execution time of the
QNet network because qubit resets can take much longer than
actual gate executions [67]. Moreover, the number of qubit
measurements increases with QL in QNet. A QNet with QL �
2 may have 2X measurements compared to QL � 1. Large
measurement errors can affect QNet performance. However,
measurement errors have decreased significantly in the IBM
quantum devices in the past few years. For example, the 5-
qubit ibmqx-2, a quantum device from the past generation,
had an average measurement error of 8.2% while the current
5-qubit ibmq_bogota device has an average measurement error
rate of 2.27%. On top of that, one can reduce measurement errors
by applying classical post-processing [68–70]. The advantages of
a reduced depth and gate-count may outweigh the additional
measurement noise, as evidenced by comparison to prior
approaches.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present QNet–a scalable and noise-resilient
quantum neural network architecture. Through empirical study,
we show that QNet outperforms existing techniques in terms of
performance and noise resilience. We use six datasets (Iris, Wine,
Breast Cancer, Digits, MNIST, Fashion-MNIST) and three noisy
hardware emulators (ibmq_16_melbourne, ibmq_bogota,
ibmq_casablanca) for this study. On average, trained QNet
models show 43% better accuracy over the existing models on
the hardware emulators. QNet also provides a framework for
creating noise-resistant QML models using a collection of small
quantum neural networks. In the not-too-distant future, it has the
potential to have a significant impact on quantum machine
learning research.
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vector simulator available in the PennyLane framework. With lower QQ, the
model can be trained in minutes. With higher QQ, the training time increases
due to larger memory requirements by the simulator.
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